ABSTRACT
Introduction
During the last couple of decades, sequences of the mitochondrial genome from 
Model selection

196
The best substitution models and partition schemes for the maximum likelihood 
Tree Search
205
We estimated a maximum likelihood tree using IQ-Tree 1.4.3 (Nguyen et al., heterogeneous (CAT+GTR) model. We ran two independent tree searches for 10,000 215 cycles. However, for the PCG12 data, the two runs did not converge by 10,000 cycles
216
(maxdiff > 0.3), so we ran 20,000 cycles for this data set. The first 50% of sampled 217 trees were excluded as burn-in, and trees were sampled every 10 cycles. A majority 218 consensus tree was computed from the two combined runs. 
Character Coding and Ancestral State Estimation
225
Genome rearrangements result in new gene-pairs from both the insertion of a 226 gene/gene-block at a novel location and from its deletion from the ancestral location.
227
Both of these types of events were coded separately ( trnW-trnY is also a novel boundary but was formed by the deletion of trnC from its 231 ancestral location, the trnW-trnC-trnY condition. This condition-based data matrix 232 was optimized parsimoniously on the best phylogenomic tree obtained from the ALL 233 dataset (see above) using MacClade.
234
We also reconstructed the gene rearrangement history by using TreeREx 
Genome Rearrangements
289
A total of seven genome arrangement types (1-6 and 6') were detected in free-290 living Psocodea, four of them (1-3, 5) for the first time (Fig. 1) over from the rearrangement event which resulted in the transposition of these genes.
313
Evidence for this interpretation lies in the identification of a characteristic hair-pin 314 structure similar to the anticodon arm of trnI within the 97 bp non-coding region 315 between CR repeats and trnQ ( Supplementary Fig. S2 ). The support values for the relationships among taxa within this clade were relatively 362 low, most probably due to large amount of missing data in Trogium and Echmepteryx. Psocomorpha were treated as missing data for Stenocaecilius (Fig. 1 ).
377
The most parsimonious reconstruction of the condition-based data matrix on the Reconstructing the pattern of genome rearrangements using the ALL dataset 
446
In the present analyses, the Prionoglarididae was consistently recovered as a 447 monophyletic group ( Fig. 2; Table 2 ). No obvious directional biases in substitution 448 rate and base composition were identified in the present dataset (Fig. S3, Table S2 ). (Table 2) . Therefore, the mitochondrial data, Fig. S2 ). This strongly suggests that the rearrangements 497 in Neotrogla were not caused by within-molecule recombination, but rather that the 498 insertions and deletions occurred as different evolutionary events.
499
However, the present results showed that inclusion of deletion characters for the 500 ancestral state estimation is highly problematic, even if between-molecules 501 recombination is an assumed mechanism of rearrangement. First, deletion events are 502 more homoplasious, as has been demonstrated in other insect groups (e.g. The mitochondrial genome arrangement of Prionoglaris retains the ancestral 535 pancrustacean condition (Fig. 1) . Focusing only on the insertion events (i.e., Therefore, translocation of trnE may represent an autapomorphy of the infraorder.
556
The mitochondrial genome of the common ancestor of Psocodea is thus estimated to Table 2 . Table S3 . AT-content of each gene/taxon. 
(2) Neotrogla 
(1) Prionoglaris = Ancestral Condition of Pancrustacea 
